
FOOTPATH/MTB
CAMPO ROMÃO
Duration: 1h30 (Footpath) 45m (MTB)
Difficulty: Easy
Type of Walk: Circular
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Note: for better map view the footpath is marked with a yellow line on the left side of the trail.

The trail starts at Casa De São Lourenço.

Leaving from the parking lot of Casa de São Lourenço, cross the road and head into the trail that starts by the building that’s 
annexed to the hotel. Follow the dirt road which will lead you to Campo Romão. Campo Romão or Roman Field would have been 
a fortified place where traces of roman presence were found and a place that’s highly likely to have held many battles against the 
Lusitanians.



Go straight ahead on that trail for about 600 meters until you find on your left side another dirt road with an information board 
about “Campo Romão. Turn left towards North.

Walk along that trail for about 600 meters until you see on your right side another trail, going slightly up that deviates from the main 
dirt road you were on.

Take this new trail. Along this trail on your left you will see, well below you, the deep valley where River Mondego flows, and the 
Covão de Santa Maria farm, inhabited by a family of farmers and shepherds. Looking up, still to your left, you will see a big and long 
hilltop where you will find a small house, the “house of Seeds”, built during the Dictatorship, to house the rye seeds on that hill. 
Still gazing along that hilltop, we challenge you to find the chapel of São Tiago. It’s a very small dot on that hill. You can also hike 
there as the trail is easy and boasts panoramic views. It’s our trail of “Capela do Santiago”.

Continuing along the trail, on your left side, you will se a great “mariola” of schist (a collection of schist rocks that the shepherds 
use to mark trails or places) which will take you to a natural viewpoint over the river Mondego. Get off that trail and go towards 
that “mariola”. It’s about 100 meters. From that viewpoint, looking to your left, the river does a U-turn. On the top of that curve, by 
some pine trees, there is a granite wall of an apiary, probably built around the XVI century, destined to protect the hives from the 
bears that roamed Serra da Estrela during that time. A few years from now, not many, we will probably see them again in that spot. 
Recently a bear was spotted venturing into Montesinho, Trás-os-Montes, coming from the Cantabrian mountains.

Go back to the trail and you might want to rush your step as you never know when one of these wild beasts returns to Serra da 
Estrela attracted by the sweet heather honey produced in these valleys. Up ahead you will see the geodetic landmark of Fraga da 
Batalha your next stop. As previously happens with Campo Romão, this name also suggests that a lot of battles might have taken 
place here.

Going up the trail you will find another trail that crosses it. You will turn right on that trail, going back to Casa de São Lourenço. 
Before doing it you will have to climb up to the landmark of Fraga da Batalha, where you can feast your eyes on an unforgettable 
view. To that Effect, turn left on that trail, walk a few meters and turn right to the small trail taking you to de geodetic landmark, 
right in front of you, going around the bushes there.

Upon arrival at the landmark take a seat on the schist rocks, laid there so that the view can be contemplated in peace. Looking 
ahead you will be able to see the valley of Castanheira and Covão da Ponte, a picnic spot and one of the river beaches of Monde-
go, a place of great beauty that you can explore on another trail. In this valley there are farms inhabited by farmers and shepherds. 
To the right, another hilltop, where between the hundred-year-old Oak trees (the “father of the mountain” as Miguel Torga, a 
Portuguese writer, called them) you will see the chapel of São Lourenço, patron saint of our hotel. A good excuse for another hike.

Go back to the trail and gaze upon the beautiful scenery: ahead of you the Glacial Valley of Zêzere and the Cântaros; on the right 
hand side of those rock formations you can see Torre, the highest point of continental Portugal; closer to you, but still well, well, 
away, you can see the Fragões das Penhas Douradas and to the right Penhas Douradas, the first Portuguese Mountain resorts with 
chalets dating the XIX century. From Casa das Penhas Douradas, our other hotel, you have several trails that take you through the 
viewpoints of Penhas Douradas or, if you’re seeking different adventures, up the mountains.

The trail that brings you Back to Casa de São Lourenço goes along the rye fields of Campo Romão that lend their distinct green, 
golden or brown colours, depending on the season, to these fields. At the end of Spring, the rye fields wave with the wind. During 
the Summer you will see a shepherd with their sheep and the famous dogs of Serra da Estrela, grazing the rye stubble and manu-
ring he lands, in a virtuous cycle between farmers and shepherds since time immemorial…
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